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General Foreword
Gérald Préher
1 This issue of the Journal of the Short Story in English is, just like JSSE 64 and 66, a double-
volume featuring a special section and a general section. The articles included in the
special section emanate from the third annual conference of the European Network for
Short  Fiction  Research,  “Short  Fiction:  Co-texts  and  Contexts,”  organized  by  Elke
D’hoker in May 2017 at the University of Leuven. They were edited and introduced
under the supervision of D’hoker who also provides a substantial and groundbreaking
introduction emphasizing the newness of the co-textual perspective. 
2 The  six  contributors  of  this  special  section  show  the  importance  of  reading  short
stories within particular contexts that include their initial publication in periodicals,
newspapers  or  magazines;  their  inclusion  in  anthologies  or  collections;  or  their
position in the context of their author’s oeuvre. As D’hoker explains in her introduction
to  this  set  of  articles,  they  “show  how  the  act  of  storytelling  does  not  happen  in
isolation, but is always part of a variety of contexts—material and discursive, authorial
and  generic,  socio-political  and  literary—that  shape  an  individual  short  story  even
while  being  shaped by  it  in  turn.”  This  stimulating  section  thus  invites  readers  to
reflect  upon the publication processes  leading to  our  “encounter”  with the text.  It
makes us think about the titles that are chosen for a collection and that are meant to
create  unity;  it  helps  us  see  how  editors  make  their  selections  when  compiling
anthologies  or  reissues  of  those  very  anthologies.  The  reading  of  this  section  will
undoubtedly  open  many  new avenues  for  future  research  and  we  are  delighted  to
promote the contribution of ENSFR to research on short forms. We are grateful to Elke
D’hoker for her work on this section and for her continuing involvement in the journal.
3 The general section includes twelve articles that explore a wide variety of writers from
the 20th century onward. Stéphane Sitayeb, in “Sexualized Objects in D. H. Lawrence’s
Short Fiction: Eros and Thanatos,” shows that the objects in Lawrence’s short stories
and novellas (1914-1928) are not only humanized but endowed with a magnetic energy
that reflects and acts upon the feelings of their owners either as life or death drives.
Portraying the enslavement of his collector-characters by objects, Lawrence explores
the entanglements of irrational desire: both his male and female protagonists crave for
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the unattainable, oppressed by a “mimetic desire” that confers intensity to the author’s
love triangles. 
4 In her essay, “The Geography of Horror: Lovecraft’s (Re)construction of New England,”
Deborah Bridle establishes the links between geography and history, time and space,
fiction and reality, in Lovecraft’s “New England stories.” Through an analysis of text
and the use of biographical data, Bridle demonstrates how horror—as an aesthetic and
philosophical  concept—developed into  a  locus  inherently  linked to  a  deep sense  of
place. 
5 The next contribution is a “double-feature,” a two-part essay on Ernest Hemingway and
Morley Callaghan in which Joel Deshaye studies the use of self-conscious and theatrical
metaphors  as  “truth  claims.”  Deshaye  surveys  conceptual  refinements  in  recent
linguistics  alongside  moral  questions  from  mid-century  language  philosophy  as  it
relates  to  realism,  a  combination  that  helps  him  explain  how  the  specific  type  of
metaphor  in  the  short  fiction  under  consideration  enables  an  ethical  compromise
between truth and falsehood.
6 In “The Myth of the Androgyne in Flannery O’Connor’s ‘The Temple of the Holy Ghost’
and ‘The Comforts of Home’,” Isabelle Boof-Vermesse analyzes two short stories that
illustrate O’Connor’s take on gender through her depiction of androgynous characters.
Boof-Vermesse demonstrates that O’Connor uses the myth of the androgyne to explore
doubleness both as completion and as transformation. Leading to an ironic, or sardonic,
reconciliation of  opposites,  O’Connor thus revises  the myth’s  Platonic  prototype by
adding a biblical intertext and offers an interpretation that refuses abstraction so as to
embrace the complexity and intensity of human experience. 
7 Suzanne Bray then invites us to “Close Encounters of a Mythical Kind” through her
study of  C.S. Lewis’s  “Forms of  Things Unknown,” published posthumously in 1966.
Since it came out, doubts have been raised over its authenticity, questions have been
asked about why it was not published during its author’s lifetime. In this article, Bray
defends  Lewis’s  authorship  and  reads  the  story  as  a  work  of  fantasy  convincingly
disguised as science fiction. 
8 In  “Two  Ways  Down:  Making  Sense  of  James  Moffett’s  ‘The  Suicides  of  Private
Greaves’,”  Matthew  Davis  examines  James  Moffett’s  short  story,  and  especially  its
ending, which presents interpretative challenges for readers. Davis uses close reading,
linguistic  analysis,  collation of  versions,  and biographical  criticism to  contend that
Greaves is eventually dissuaded from killing himself. The story, Davis argues, should be
seen as an instantiation of some of Moffett’s central educational and literary principles,
including the importance of point of view.
9 Focusing on three short stories (Dorothy Allison’s “Jason Who Will Be Famous,” Larry
Brown’s  “Waiting  for  the  Ladies,”  and  Chuck  Palahniuk’s  “Romance”),  David  S.
McCracken, analyzes “The Dunning-Kruger Effect in Dirty Realism.” David Dunning and
Justin  Kruger’s  theory  helps  to  explain  why  people  either  overestimate  or
underestimate  their  ability  to  make  decisions.  McCracken contends  that  American
authors  writing  in  the  genre  of  dirty  realism  apply  the  Dunning-Kruger  effect  to
promote comic irony. In dirty realism, writers create characters whose overestimation
of  their  competencies  inexorably  lead  to  surprising  conclusions.  The  transgressive
element of these stories causes readers to feel simultaneously attraction and repulsion
toward the characters. 
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10 The next contribution, “Postcolonial Satire, Imperialist Nostalgia, and Reconciliation in
Huy Duong Phan’s  ‘The  Billion  Dollar  Skeleton’  and Andrew Lam’s  ‘Slingshot’,”  co-
written by Quan Manh Ha and William Frost, examines aspects of America’s continuing
condescending  attitude  toward  Vietnam,  the  Vietnamese,  and  the  Vietnamese
Americans, in two short stories set several years after the Vietnam War. They show
that by employing wit, humor, and satire effectively, both authors address and question
postcolonial themes such as imperialist nostalgia, cultural appropriation, and America-
centrism. In addition, they delineate the shift from acceptance to colonial resistance as
the community gains agency in their voices and perspectives.
11 Alexandre  Privat  takes  us  back  to  Europe  with  his  study  of  Adam  Thorpe’s
“Debauchery,”  a  story  in  which  he  explores  the  notion  of  “object of  desire,”  by
questioning the simplistic, yet dominant view that reduces desire to an intermediary in
the subject-object relationship. Thorpe’s story can, according to Privat, be read as a
parodic  narrative  of  desire  ironically  concerned  with  the  mediated  relationship
between subject and object. 
12 Also concerned with desire, Stéphanie Maerten analyzes Joyce Carol Oates’s “The Skull:
A Love Story.” Following Roland Barthes’s idea that desire and narrative are closely
linked, Maerten shows that Oates’s story can also be read as a metaphor for the process
of  writing.  With  mere  fragments  of  a  broken  skull  as  a  starting  point,  the  main
character works on suppositions and eventually recreates an idealized version of the
dead woman to whom it once belonged. The narrative focuses on what is missing and
desire  here stems from absence—the protagonist’s  eagerness  to  fill  the gaps in  the
murder case mirrors his desire to fill the voids in his life. 
13 In  “Narrative  Mood in  George  Saunders’s  ‘Puppy’,”  Lisa-Jane  Roberts  combines  the
concepts of contextual and cognitive narratology with Gérard Genette’s structuralist
parameters  of  distance  and perspective,  to  determine how Saunders  uses  narrative
tools  to  influence his  readers’  response to  both his  characters  and the story itself,
leading  to  a  real-world  questioning  of  self  and society.  Roberts  also  uses  Shlomith
Rimmon-Kenan’s  approach  to  free  indirect  discourse  to  complete  the  structural
framework of her article. 
14 The final essay, “MacGuffins, Murakami and My Thing” by John Rutter, establishes how
a material object or thing can be a powerful way of communicating intangible emotions
in a short story, especially when the object itself is un-named. Rutter uses two stories
from  Haruki  Murakami’s  After  the  Quake,  which  he  analyzes  within  the  context  of
established theory of the short story, Thing Theory and Affect Studies. An alternative
perspective is eventually provided through Rutter’s own poetics and use of un-named
objects in an original short story. 
15 This voluminous issue of the Journal shows that research on the short story is going
strong and we hope they will stimulate many more inspiring issues.
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